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SUMMARY
We propose a finite element approximation of a system of partial differential equations describing the cou-
pling between the propagation of electrical potential and large deformations of the cardiac tissue. The
underlying mathematical model is based on the active strain assumption, in which it is assumed that there is a
multiplicative decomposition of the deformation tensor into a passive and active part holds, the latter carrying
the information of the electrical potential propagation and anisotropy of the cardiac tissue into the equations
of either incompressible or compressible nonlinear elasticity, governing the mechanical response of the bio-
logical material. In addition, by changing from a Eulerian to a Lagrangian configuration, the bidomain or
monodomain equations modeling the evolution of the electrical propagation exhibit a nonlinear diffusion
term. Piecewise quadratic finite elements are employed to approximate the displacements field, whereas for
pressure, electrical potentials and ionic variables are approximated by piecewise linear elements. Various
numerical tests performed with a parallel finite element code illustrate that the proposed model can capture
some important features of the electromechanical coupling and show that our numerical scheme is efficient
and accurate. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The mathematical modeling of the complex physical phenomena occurring in the heart is an area
of increasing interest, as it facilitates the better understanding of relevant mechanisms driving the
behavior of the system in both physiological and pathological contexts. In this paper, we are inter-
ested in the study of the interaction between the propagation of the electrical potential through the
cardiac tissue and the related mechanical response. Several difficulties and major challenges arise
in this context, such as geometrical irregularities, physical nonlinearities, uncertainty of material
parameters, and anisotropy of the tissue, to name a few. This subject has gained a considerable
attention in recent years, as shown by the large number of contributions in applied mathematics and
bioengineering (see, e.g., [1–4] and the references therein). The diversity of these studies suggests
that both the modeling and numerical treatment of this class of problems is far from being a resolved
subject. A considerable amount of literature is available for the much more established understand-
ing of a particular facet of the problem, namely the mechanisms that drive the electrophysiological
activity in the heart. From a scientific computing perspective, a wide class of numerical methods
with different degrees of complexity have been proposed and analyzed for efficiently solving the
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so-called bidomain and monodomain equations modeling the propagation of electrical potentials in
the myocardium [5–8].
In this paper, we introduce some advances on a model for cardiac electromechanics, and we pro-
pose a suitable numerical method for its approximation. Our model for the excitation–contraction
mechanism is inspired by the description in [9,10]. The deformation of the tissue is modeled assum-
ing a quasi-steady elasticity framework, in which we suppose that a multiplicative decomposition
between the active and passive mechanical response is introduced at the deformation level. This will
imply in particular that the fiber contraction driving the depolarization of the tissue rewrites in the
mechanical balance of forces as a prescribed active deformation, rather than as an additive contri-
bution to the stresses [1]. Our proposed approach allows a direct incorporation of the micro-level
information on the fiber contraction in the kinematics, without the intermediate transcription of their
role in terms of the stress. Moreover, in this context, we consider that the active part of the mechan-
ical response also carries the information about the anisotropy of the fibrous tissue architecture,
implying an isotropic description for the passive mechanics. Despite some necessary simplifications
in the underlying physics, the proposed model is able to address the main features of the complete
mechanical/electro-dynamical system, providing more insight on the role of the active strain in the
cardiac electromechanical phenomenon. Our framework can of course accommodate the study of
more general material properties, such as full orthotropy for the passive mechanical response, and a
wider range of model parameters.
A further aims of this paper were to devise an adequate numerical scheme for obtaining sta-
ble, efficient, and accurate approximations of the underlying coupled problem and to provide some
numerical examples to illustrate the behavior of the phenomenon, which will allow us to discuss
the impact of several modeling choices. The resulting nonlinear balance equations are treated using
a Newton algorithm, and the corresponding spatial discretization is performed by applying a finite
element framework.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the bidomain model for the
electrical activity is outlined, followed by a description of an appropriate mechanical framework on
the basis of finite elasticity. Next, we give a precise meaning to the coupling between mechanics
and electrical activity in the tissue. In Section 3, we construct the corresponding finite element for-
mulation to solve the derived coupled problem, and Section 4 contains several numerical examples
that illustrate the good behavior of the models and method proposed. Finally, some conclusions and
possible extensions are drawn in Section 5.
2. FORMULATION OF THE ELECTROMECHANICAL PROBLEM
A contraction of the cardiac muscle generally takes place in response to an electrical impulse and
because of internal activation mechanisms. On the other hand, it is known that myocardial stretch
can cause changes in the electrophysiological properties of the heart (meccano-electrical feedback).
As a matter of fact, several experimental studies both in vitro and in vivo have proved that the
myocardial stretch is responsible for the change in the configuration of action potential, which leads
to afterdepolarization-like activity and arrhythmias (see, e.g., [11]).
Roughly speaking, the cardiac electromechanical response behaves as follows. An electrical
impulse starts in the sinoatrial node. There, a depolarization begins and a wave propagates across the
atria, followed by a delay of the potential at the atrioventricular node. Then, a rapid depolarization
of both ventricles occurs, which at the cellular level causes an increase of calcium concentration,
and this mechanism produces a contraction by a temporary binding between actin and myosin.
In trying to study this complex mechanism, we will focus on the macroscopic aspects of the
coupling.
In the following, we divide the description into three main parts: the equations governing the
electrical activity, the equations for the mechanical behavior of the tissue, and finally the coupling
strategy. In order to consider each sub-problem in a natural approach, we will formulate both the
electrical propagation and the nonlinear mechanics in a pure Lagrangian framework. To this end, by
o R3, we will denote the bounded spatial domain in the undeformed equilibrium state.
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2.1. The governing equations for the electrophysiology
In this section, we recall the main equations for electrophysiology considered in a fixed mechani-
cal configuration. Their extension to the case of a deforming domain is postponed to Section 2.3.
The quantities of interest in the bidomain model for electrical signaling in the heart are the
intracellular and extracellular electric potentials, ui D ui.x, t / and ue D ue.x, t /, defined at
.x, t / 2T WD .0,T /. Their difference v D v.x, t / WD ui  ue is the transmembrane potential.
The conductivity of the tissue is represented by tensors Dk.x/ given by
Dk.x/D  lkal ˝ al C  tkat ˝ at C nk an ˝ an k 2 fe, ig,
where  jk 2 C 1.R3/ are intracellular and extracellular conductivities along the directions aj.x/,j 2 fl, t, ng, representing a triplet of orthonormal vectors with al.x/ being parallel to the local fibers’
direction. Such description is crucial in the model, as the cardiac tissue is actually made of fibers
that drive the propagation of the electrical potential.
The bidomain model, introduced by Tung [12], is given by the following coupled reaction–
diffusion system
cm@tv  r  .Di.x/rui/C Iion.v, w/D I iapp,
cm@tvC r  .De.x/rue/C Iion.v, w/D I eapp,
@tw H.v, w/D 0, .x, t / 2T , (2.1)
provided with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. Here, cm > 0 is the surface capaci-
tance of the membrane,  is the ratio of membrane area per tissue volume, and w.x, t / is a ionic
variable, which essentially controls the local repolarization behavior of the action potential and it
is scalar or vectorial, depending on the choice of membrane model. The symbol @t stands for the
partial derivative with respect to the time variable t . The knowledge of suitable initial conditions for
v,ue, w is also required. The stimulation current possibly applied to the extracellular space is rep-
resented by the functions I kapp D I kapp.x, t /. In the case that Di D %De for some % 2R, the bidomain
system reduces to the so-called monodomain model (see, e.g., [6]):
cm@tv  r 

Di.x/
1C %rv

C Iion.v, w/D %
1C %Iapp,
@tw H.v, w/D 0, .x, t / 2T . (2.2)
This somewhat simpler model requires less computational effort than (2.1), and even though the
assumption of equal anisotropy ratios is physiologically inaccurate, (2.2) is still adequate for a qual-
itative investigation of certain repolarization sequences and the distribution of patterns of durations
of the action potential [6].
The choice of the functions H.v, w/ and Iion.v, w/ is determined by the membrane model to be
employed. Depending on the level of complexity of the problem under investigation, we will restrict
ourselves to two of these. First, the adimensional Rogers–McCulloch model [13], which is based
mainly on phenomenological evidence, and corresponds to
H.v,w/D bv w,
Iion.v,w/D c2vw  c1v.1 v/.v  a/, (2.3)
where w is a scalar gating variable, and a, b, c1, and c2 are adimensional parameters. This model is
able to capture the characteristic shape of the action potential curve only on some specific repolar-
ization stages (Figure 1, top). The phase diagram in Figure 1 (bottom) shows computed trajectories
for different initial values of v0 and w0, which converge to the stable equilibrium state .0, 0/. In
order to provide results on a physiological scale for electrical potentials and time, we conveniently
replaced model (2.3) by the dimensionalized equations
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Figure 1. Action potential curve (top) and phase portrait (bottom) for the Rogers–McCulloch model in
the adimensional (left) and dimensionalized (right) setting, starting from the initial states A D .0.3, 0.1/,
B D .60, 0/ and reaching the intersections of the nullclines.
H.v,w/D b
TA
.v  vmin Aw/,
Iion.v,w/D c1
TA2
.v  vmin/.v  vmin  aA/.v  vmin A/C c2
T
.v  vmin/w. (2.4)
The right column of Figure 1 displays the corresponding action potential curves and phase dia-
gram. Secondly, we use the phase I Luo–Rudy (LRI) model [14] constructed on the basis of a
description of ionic currents. In that model, w is a vector of dimensionless ion-channel gating vari-
ables, and the total ionic current density Iion.v, w/ is the sum of a fast inward sodium current INa, a
slow inward current Isi, a time-dependent potassium slow outward current IK, an outward potassium
current IK1 , a plateau potassium current IKp , and a total background current Ib (see details in, e.g.,
[14, 15]).
2.2. Model for finite elasticity
The myocardium is composed of connective tissue and cells surrounded by space filled with fluid,
all of these materials being mainly formed by water. From the mechanical viewpoint, the heart tissue
in its resting state can be regarded as an inhomogeneous, anisotropic, and incompressible (or nearly
incompressible) elastic material [16]. The tissue is subject to external load and active deformation
inducing a strain field. An adequate scenario for the modeling of cardiac mechanics is then provided
by the nonlinear elasticity framework.
From now on, x 2  will denote the current position of a particle that occupied the position
X 2 o in the initial undeformed configuration, and u D x  X will stand for the displacement
field. Then,
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F D rx D I C ru, Fij D @xi
@Xj
D ıij C @ui
@Xj
,
where ıij denotes the Kronecker delta and is the deformation gradient tensor, measuring strain
between the deformed and undeformed states. The symbol r denotes the gradient of a quantity
with respect to the material coordinates X. We assume that F can be decomposed (factorized) into
an elastic (passive) factor, taking place at a macroscale, and an active deformation gradient tensor,
acting at a microscale in the following form [10]
F D FeFa. (2.5)
Such decomposition assumes that an intermediate elastic configuration e exists between the
reference state o and the current loaded configuration .
Notice that F is given by the gradient of a vector map whereas Fe , Fa are not, in general. In the
sequel, we will refer to this setting as the active strain formulation. Similar decompositions have
been proposed in the context of finite elastoplasticity [17] and growth modeling [18].
By J ,Ja, we denote the determinants of F, Fa, respectively. The Jacobian J describes the volume
map of infinitesimal reference elements onto the corresponding current elements. In other elec-
tromechanical models available (see, e.g., [2–4, 19]), an appropriate term is added to the passive
stress tensor, generating an additive decomposition between passive and active stress. We will refer
to the latter decomposition as active stress formulation. It is demonstrated in [10] that the active
stress decomposition is equivalent to (2.5) only in the special case of small deformations.
The time–space scales in the cardiac electromechanical phenomenon suggest the use of steady-
state equations of motion to describe the conservation of linear and angular momentum [3]. These
are reduced to the force balance
r  P D f ,
where P is the Piola–Kirchhoff stress, which represents force per unit undeformed surface, and f
is a vector of body forces. Note that the balance is defined in the undeformed state o.
The definition of P in terms of the components of the deformation stress and strain measures is
given by the constitutive relations. In the context under study, the medium is typically assumed to
be a hyperelastic material. Therefore, it can be postulated that there exists an elastic strain energy
density function W D W.F/ defined in the reference configuration and depending only on the
value of the deformation gradient, which characterizes the material. Notice that the energy in the
intermediate elastic configuration is
We DW.Fe/DW.FF1a /,
and therefore a pull back to the reference state gives a new energy
bW D JaW.FF1a /.
We point out that if the chosen strain energy function has desirable stability properties (such as
polyconvexity and coercivity, as discussed in, e.g., [16]), then the application of an active strain
decomposition like (2.5) essentially translates into a natural shift of the relaxation state from I to
F1a , therefore preserving the qualitative structure of W . In this sense, the active strain formulation
can be straightforwardly extended to the study of more adequate material laws, such as structurally
based models that account for the passive properties of the cardiac tissue.
For the derivation of the full model, we start by considering a Neo-Hookean material, for which
the internal stored energy function in the intermediate configuration reads
W.Fe/D 1
2
tr

FTe Fe  I

,
where 1 is a shear modulus. To assure incompressibility of the material (where only isochoric
behavior is allowed), we assumed the strain energy to take the form
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bW D JaW.Fe/ p.J  1/,
where p is the Lagrange multiplier arising from the imposition of the incompressibility constraint
J D 1 (conservation of mass) and which is usually interpreted as the hydrostatic pressure field.
The Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is given by the Frechet derivative of the internal stored energy
function W , which in the fully relaxed configuration reads
P D Ja @W
@Fe
FTa  pFTe FTa .
An alternative step considered here is the assumption of nearly incompressible materials, which
in turn allows to avoid solving a saddle-point-like problem. In such case, a suitable strain energy
function for Neo-Hookean materials is [20]
W.Fe/D 1
2
Jatr.FTe Fe  I/C
2
2
.J  1/2 1Ja ln.J /,
if J > 0, and W.Fe/ D 1 otherwise. Here, 2 is a bulk modulus. The discussion on whether
the myocardium should be modeled as incompressible or nearly incompressible is apparently not
resolved; we therefore leave the door open for considering both approaches.
Notice that in the material law used herein, so far we have not addressed a major feature in the
modeling of cardiac dynamics: the anisotropy of the tissue. Obviously, the strain energy could also
be assumed to depend explicitly on the fibers distribution through the inclusion of further invariants
of the left Cauchy–Green tensor or through components of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor, as in,
for example, [3, 21, 22].
In this work, we follow a simplified approach and, as an intermediate step, propose to account for
the anisotropic behavior of the fibers only by assigning direction-specific active deformation fields
in the active part of the decomposition. That is, we assume for the moment that the passive elastic
response is isotropic. More specifically, for a myofiber distribution along the direction of the unit
vectors al, at, we consider that the active strain assumes the form
Fa D I C lal ˝ al C tat ˝ at, (2.6)
where al, at are the fiber sheet longitudinal and transversal directions respectively, and i are scalar
fields accounting for the activation, depending on macroscopic stimuli related to the electrical part
of the model, which will be made precise later. Given the special constitutive form of Fa, under
transverse anisotropy, we can readily write
Ja D .1C l/.1C t/.
Putting together the previous description, we obtain that the Euler–Lagrange problem (in its weak
formulation) reads as follows: find u,p in suitable admissible displacement and pressure spaces
such that Z
o

1Ja.I C ru/F1a FTa W r'  pJ.I C ru/T W r'
 D 0 (2.7)Z
o
.J  1/q D 0,
for all test functions ', q in the same spaces as u and p, respectively.
2.3. The coupled model
With the purpose of studying the basic mechanisms of the meccano-electrical feedback, and
the related numerical challenges, we herein consider a coupled model in which we retain only
the most essential elements. We first assume that the active deformation functions j, j 2 fl, tg
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(Figure 2, where j has been rescaled for visualization purposes), depend directly on the transmem-
brane potential through the following saturation-like relation:
l.v/D ˇ v  vmin
vmax  vmin C v , t.v/D
l.v/
1C l.v/ , (2.8)
where vmin, vmax are problem-dependent parameters accounting for the proper scaling of the solu-
tion, and ˇ D 0.3 is included to model the change of length experimented by the cardiac fibers
in a normal heartbeat. The definition of l implies that the contraction of a slab of tissue in the
fibers’ direction is of opposite sign to that in the direction at. The particular form of t obeys to the
assumption that the active deformation is also volume preserving: Ja D 1. Notice that l < 0 implies
a contraction of the myocardium. This approach then assumes that the information of the electrical
part of the model enters in the mechanical description through (2.6) and (2.8) only. To account for
the coupling at the microscale, we also relate the activation function in the fibers’ direction l to the
intracellular calcium concentration ŒCaC in the following way:
l.v, ŒCaC/D ˇ v  vmin
vmax  vmin C v C "lˇ
l lo
1C .ŒCaC/.l lo  1/
, (2.9)
where l lo D ..co /  "l/1..co /1/, .ŒCaC/D 12 C 1 arctan.ˇ2 log.ŒCaC=cR//, and co , cR, "l
are given parameters (see [1], where the authors propose the last term in (2.9). We add also the
first term to include the direct influence of the transmembrane potential). We employ (2.9) only
when a ionic model (such as Luo–Rudy) is considered. For simplified membrane models (Rogers–
McCulloch), the terms i are taken as in (2.8). We also consider a more biophysically detailed model
for the active contraction, in which the function l is defined as the development of tension from
cellular cross-bridge cycling, and its evolution is modeled using a system of ODEs.
The ODE system modeling the kinetics of the membrane and of the activation l is given by [23]
@tv D Iion.v, w/, @tw DH.v, w/, @tl DG.w, l/. (2.10)
For the Rogers–McCulloch model, G in (2.10) is
G.w, l/D dRM1 .ˇw  dRM2 l/,
whereas for the Luo–Rudy I model, it is
G.w, l/D dLR1 .ˇŒCaCi  dLR2 l/,
where the parameters are dRM1 D 0.025, dRM2 D 0.42, dLR1 D 2.2, and dLR2 D 0.005. Figure 3 depicts
the time evolution for (2.10) computed on a single cell in which the amplitudes of both calcium
concentration and activation have been rescaled for visualization purposes. We see a qualitative
agreement with the numerical and experimental results in, for example, [24].
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Figure 2. Active deformation function  D l (a measure of the active strain in the direction of the
fibers) depending on the transmembrane potential (left), action potential curve and active deformation func-
tion during a period of 500 ms for the Rogers–McCulloch and Luo–Rudy I models (middle and right,
respectively).
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Figure 3. Evolution of the active deformation function l, action potential, and calcium concentration, when
computed from system (2.10). Rogers–McCulloch and Luo–Rudy I models (left and right, respectively).
The second main ingredient of the electromechanical coupling is the proper representation of the
dependence of the electrical properties of the tissue, on the active strain. In our model, the influence
of the mechanical response into the electrophysiology is provided by a transformation of coordi-
nates from Eulerian to Lagrangian and the use of the Piola identity r  .JFT / D 0 (as in [9]).
Other related approaches (to be included in a forthcoming analysis) are based on a dependence of
ionic currents, on certain microscopic mechanical processes [4,22]. Collecting the items of the anal-
ysis above, and considering for instance, the case of incompressible materials, we end up with the
following bidomain electromechanical coupled model:
r  1Ja.I C ru/F1a FTa  pJ.I C ru/T  D 0 ino,
J D 1 ino,
cm@t .J v/ r 

J.I C ru/1De.I C ru/T rue
 C JIion D JI iapp inT , (2.11)
cm@t .J v/C r 

J.I C ru/1Di.I C ru/T rui
 C JIion D JI eapp inT ,
@t .Jw/ JH.v, w/D 0 inT ,
@t .J l/ JG.w, l/D 0 inT .
The system of equations has to be completed with no-flux boundary conditions for the electric
variables, suitable initial data for ue, v, w, and we specify a displacement field on a portion 	D of
@o, which in particular has been taken as homogeneous Dirichlet boundary data
u D 0 on 	D  @o, (2.12)
and we impose homogeneous Neumann conditions
Pn D 0, (2.13)
on @on	D .
Analogously, we have the monodomain electromechanical system (written in terms of v,p, X):
r  1Ja.I C ru/F1a FTa  pJ.I C ru/T  D 0 ino,
J D 1 ino, (2.14)
cm@t .J v/ r 

J.I C ru/1D.I C ru/T rv C JIion.v, w/D %=.1C %/JIapp inT ,
@t .Jw/ JH.v,w/D 0 inT ,
@t .J l/ JG.w, ”l/D 0 inT .
Note that the third equation is a balance equation for the potential, accounting for the dynamics
between flow and reactions of ionic species, whereas the last equations are pointwise attached to the
material and do not represent any balance in space. Note also that (2.11) and (2.14) are both written
in the total Lagrangian formulation, that is, only in terms of the undeformed configuration.
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2.4. Weak formulation
Let us denote H 1D.o/ D fs 2 H 1.o/ W sjD D 0g. Assuming that all unknowns are regular
enough (we suppose v,ue 2 L2.0,T IH 1.o//, w 2 L2.0,T ,L2.o//, u 2 L2.0,T IH 1D.o/3/,
p 2 L20.o/, in order to get bounded energy integrals), we multiply the equations in (2.11) by a
vectorial test field ' vanishing on 	D and by scalar test functions q, 
i, 
e, 
 , , respectively. The
weak problem associated to the coupled electromechanical model (2.11) reads as follows. Given
v0,w0 2 L2.o/, Iapp 2 L2.T /, for t 2 .0,T /, find a displacement vector u, pressure p, electrical
potentials v,ue, ionic variables w, and activation l such that the following identities hold for all
test functions ', q, 
j, 
 , :
1
Z
o
.I C ru/JaF1a FTa W r' 
Z
o
pJ.I C ru/T W r' D 0,Z
o
.J  1/q D 0,Z
o
cm@t .J v/
i C
Z
o
J.I C ru/1Di.I C ru/T rui  r
i C 
Z
o
JIion
i D
Z
o
JI iapp
i,Z
o
cm@t .J v/
e 
Z
o
J.I C ru/1De.I C ru/T rue  r
e C 
Z
o
JIion
e D
Z
o
JI eapp
e,Z
o
@t .Jw/
 D
Z
o
JH
 ,Z
o
@t .J l/ D
Z
o
JG .
Although the mathematical analysis of the bidomain equations for a (restricted) class of mem-
brane models has received several recent contributions (see, e.g., [25, 26]), the solvability analysis
of the cardiac mechanical response has been much less studied [27]. As for the electromechani-
cal coupling, it seems that there are no available results in terms of well-posedness and stability
of solutions. For the model proposed herein, an analysis of existence (and uniqueness, under addi-
tional regularity restrictions on the mechanical variables) of solution, along with the stability of the
coupled system, is currently under development [28].
3. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION
In this section, we outline the numerical strategy adopted to discretize (2.11) and to obtain the
corresponding approximate solutions.
3.1. Space–time discretization
Let .0,T / be partitioned into QN subintervals Œtn, tnC1 of constant time step t D tnC1  tn and
denote with a superscript n the quantities computed at time tn. Define I nC1ion D Iion.vn, wnC1/.
Analogously to previous approaches for the numerical treatment of the multiscale electromechan-
ical coupling (as, e.g., [2, 3, 21]), here the fully coupled problem will be solved in a segregated (or
modular) way and applying a standard backward Euler time integration scheme for ionic variables.
However, further efforts are being made to include a monolithic treatment of the coupling, as was
carried out in [29]. A summary of the time-stepping algorithm is as follows: assume that all field
variables are known at time tn. Then,
(i) The activation deformation Fna is evaluated.
(ii) The displacements unC1 and pressure pnC1 are computed from the elasticity model with
known active deformation (see details in Section 3.2).
(iii) The ionic variables wnC1 are obtained from the previous electrical potential vn.
(iv) The new electrical potentials vnC1,unC1e are determined in the reference configuration by a
pull back that depends on unC1.
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The detailed semidiscrete system related to (2.11) reads as follows: find .u,ue, v, w, l/nC1 such
that for all n 2 f1, : : : , QNtgZ
o
1

I C runC1 Fna1 FnaT Wr'
Z
o
pnC1

I C runC1T Wr'CZ
o

J nC1  1 qD0,
(3.1)
1
t
Z
o

wnC1  wn 
  Z
o
H

vn, wnC1


 D 0, (3.2)
1
t
Z
o

nC1l  nl

 
Z
o
G

wn, nC1l

 D 0, (3.3)
cm
t
Z
o

vnC1  vn 
i C Z
o

I C runC11 Di I C runC1T runC1i  r
i
C
Z
o

I nC1ion  I i,nC1app


i D 0, (3.4)
cm
t
Z
o

vnC1  vn 
e  Z
o

I C runC11 De I C runC1T runC1e  r
e
C
Z
o

I nC1ion  I e,nC1app


e D 0, (3.5)
and a similar system is provided, corresponding to the semidiscrete counterpart for (2.14). Notice
that we have applied the incompressibility constraint J D 1 and the constitutive choice Ja D 1 in
all terms, except for the last term in the left hand side of (3.1).
As for the spatial discretization, we partition the domain o using a regular mesh Th constructed
by closed triangles (or tetrahedra for the 3D case) with boundary @K and diameter hK . The mesh
parameter is hD maxK2ThfhKg, and we consider classical finite element spaces V rh approximating
H 1.o/ by piecewise polynomials of maximum order r on Th. More precisely,
V rh D
˚
v 2H 1 .o/\C 0.o/ W vjK 2 Pr.K/ for all K 2 Th

,
for which
˚
'r
h

is a basis. It is evident that we are dealing with a saddle-point type problem. Then,
for the scheme to formally satisfy the discrete inf–sup or Ladyzhenskaya–Babuska–Brezzi stabil-
ity condition [30], the displacement field will be approximated using the FE space V 2
h
, whereas
the pressure (in the incompressible formulation) and electrical potential fields will be approximated
using V 1
h
, other options being certainly possible (see [31] for a comparison of several discretization
methods applied to soft tissue mechanics). The linear systems associated to the bidomain (or mon-
odomain) and ionic subproblems are solved using a preconditioned generalized minimal residual
iterative method (with LU preconditioner). On the other hand, the linear systems involved in the
Newton step associated to the mechanical problem are solved with the unsymmetric multi-frontal
method (UMFPACK).
From a practical point of view, the implementation of the active strain formulation (3.1) differs
from a standard finite elasticity problem only by the presence of the term F1a FTa (in our algorithm
evaluated at the previous time step). More generally, also for other commonly used nonlinear elastic
models, the active strain contraction can be added without much effort, provided that the balance
equations are written in a pull back from the intermediate configuration.
3.2. Newton iteration
The non-linear system of equations resulting from the discretization at every time step of the bulk
balance equation (2.7)–(2.13) is solved using an incremental iterative Newton–Raphson solution
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procedure. Dropping the superscript denoting time discretization, we denote the solution at the
(sub)iteration step k by .Fk ,pk/ and the incremental growth of the discrete deformation and pres-
sure by ıFkC1 D I C ı.rukC1/, ıpkC1. As the convergence behavior of Newton’s iterations is
known to depend on its proper initialization, as initial guess for the iteration process, we use F0 D I
(the identity matrix), that is, we start from the undeformed geometry. Next, when evolving in time,
as initial guess, we take the deformation at the previous time step. The problem in its weak form
reads as follows.
Given an approximation of the solution to (2.7)–(2.13) on the sub-iteration step k, find
ıukC1, ıpkC1 in an appropriate space of variations (ŒH 1D.o/d and L2.o/ for ıukC1 and ıpkC1,
respectively), such thatZ
o
1r

ıukC1

F1a FTa W r' C pk
h
I C ruk/1r.ıukC1
iT W I C ruk1 r'
 ıpkC1Cof

I C ruk

W r' C
Z
o
1

I C ruk

F1a FTa W r'
 Cof

I C ruk

W r'pk D 0Z
o
Cof

I C ruk

W r

ıukC1

qC
Z
o

J k  1

q D 0,
for all test functions ', q belonging to the same space of variations. Here, Cof.M/ denotes the matrix
of cofactors of the generic tensor M, and Fa does not have superscript as it is taken at the previous
time step. Notice that we have used the relation
DFT .ıu/D FT .r.ıu//T FT , for all ıu.
The stopping criterion for the algorithm has been chosen as follows:		ıukC1		
H1.o/		ukC1		
H1.o/
C
		ıpkC1		
L2.o/		pkC1		
L2.o/
< tol. (3.6)
The sequence fıukC1, ıpkC1gk ought converge to .unC1  un,pnC1  pn/. Obviously, the cost
of each nonlinear iteration is the cost of one residual evaluation and a number of solutions to the
linearized subproblems.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
As a sample of our results, we present simulations corresponding to the general systems (2.11)
and (2.14) in different scenarios. Our finite element solver is based on the open source C++ object
oriented parallel library LifeV [32] (and 2D computations are carried out using a FreeFem++ [33]
code). As stated in the previous section, we approximate the displacement field u with P2 finite
elements, whereas for the pressure p and the electrical potential fields v,ui,ue, w, we use piecewise
linear elements. Our main objective now reduces to provide a qualitative insight of the main fea-
tures of the model. Even if the fibers’ distribution is rather known (subepicardial myofibers follow
a left-handed helix parallel to the wall, crossing the wall near the apex, and then continue in a right-
handed helical pathway at the subendocardium; the fibers cross over to the subepicardium near the
base), some simplifications can be assumed, for instance, that fibers are aligned with a fixed angle
(as will be carried out for the 2D example in the succeeding sections).
4.1. A single fiber simulation
To investigate the propagation of a depolarization wave in a moving domain, we considered the
system (2.14) for t > 0 and X 2 o D .0, 1/. In one spatial dimension, it reduces to solving the
following parabolic PDE system:
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@t .v.1C l//D@X ..1C l/1@Xv/D .1C l/Iion.v,w/
@tw DH.v,w/,
endowed with no-flux boundary conditions. Here, Iion and H , when taken as in (2.3), assume the
following adimensional parameters [13] aD 0.13, b D 0.013, c1 D 0.26, c2 D 0.1,D D 5.6103.
With this choice of parameters, the traveling waves produced have positive speed. Moreover, the
contraction model here corresponds to (2.8). Impulse propagation was initiated by application of a
stimulus current to the leftmost part of the fiber. The Luo–Rudy I kinetics along with the contrac-
tion model (2.9) are also used in this first test. In Figure 4, we display the time evolution of the
transmembrane potential (species v) until the time t D 300 ms, at the same reference point in a
contractile and fixed fiber (left), and a snapshot of the spatial distribution of v in o at a fixed time
t D 80ms (right). The dashed lines correspond to the propagation of the transmembrane potential on
a fixed fiber, whereas the solid line represents its counterpart in a coupled propagation-contraction
of the domain. The representation is carried out in theX -coordinates. The situation for both Rogers–
McCulloch and Luo–Rudy models is depicted (top and bottom of Figure 4, respectively). From the
time evolution plots (left column), it is observed that the electrical potential in a fixed reference
point has an earlier variation in a contractile fiber than in a fixed one. This is well in agreement with
previous works (as, e.g., [34]). Moreover, the snapshots on the right column show that (a pull back
to the reference configuration of) the potential wave in a contractile domain travels faster than that
on the fixed domain. We stress that this behavior does not imply that in our model the mechanical
response precedes the electrical propagation.
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Figure 4. 1D Rogers–McCulloch (top row) and Luo–Rudy (bottom row) monodomain models: time evo-
lution of the membrane potentials (left column) in the pure electrical propagation (dashed lines) and in the
coupling with a description for the contraction of the fiber (solid lines), and potentials’ distribution over the
fiber (right column).
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4.2. A 2D slab of tissue
In order to validate our mechanical numerical scheme (following [31]), we perform one time-step
iteration, so that all potential fields are known constant quantities acting as initial conditions. The
system to solve corresponds to (2.14) on the spatial domain o D .1, 1/2. A stretching in the
X1-direction is assumed, along with a compression in the X2-direction. Let us define D 1CˇX1.
The given body force and boundary data (zero displacements on the bottom and traction on the
remaining edges of the slab) are chosen such that the solution of the mechanical problem is
u D ˇX21=2,X2.1C ˇX1/1 X2T , p D 1=2, which gives
F D


1C ˇX1 0
X2.1C ˇX1/2 .1C ˇX1/1

,
and satisfies the incompressibility condition.
Analogously, we perform a validation of the electrical solver, taking only the monodomain
Rogers–McCulloch problem (see, e.g., [5]). Non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are
imposed on the boundaries of the unit square, v.X1,X2, t / D k.t/, where k./ and the model
parameters are chosen such that the problem possesses the following analytical solution
v.X1,X2, t /D
n
1C 0.001 exp
p
1=2.X1  b0t /
o1
.
Figure 5 displays the error history for both model problems. We see that (left plot) a convergence
of order h2 is recovered for the displacements in theH 1-norm, whereas a cubic rate of convergence
is achieved in the L2-norm. For the pure electric problem, a linear convergence is obtained for the
electrical potential.
We now consider the anisotropic monodomain electromechanical problem (2.14) on the unit
square. We assume that the fibers are aligned with the X1-axis, so that the conductivity tensor is
a diagonal matrix of entries (in 1 cm1) D11 D l D 3.28 102, D22 D t D 6.99 103. The
membrane model used is the rescaled Rogers–McCulloch (2.4), for which the remaining parameters
are T D 0.63 ms, A D 130 mV, v0 D vmin D 84.0 mV. The initial data for the transmembrane
potential and gating variable are
v0.X1,X2/D 1

1C exp.50
q
X21 C .X2  0.5/2/

, w0.X1,X2/D 0.
The portion of the boundary where homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions for the displace-
ment field are applied is the bottom edge, whereas the other edges experience no externally applied
force. The elastic and bulk moduli are 1 D 4, 2 D 8.5, and the activation parameters are ˇ D 0.3,
vmax D 26. The domain is discretized using 4406 vertices (8570 triangles), and the time evolution
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Figure 5. Convergence history (left) for the displacements in a pure mechanical model problem and (right)
for the electrical potential in a pure electrical model problem, on a 2D slab.
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parameters are set to Tfinal D 600 ms, t D 1 ms. A tolerance of 1.0 105 is used for the Newton
stopping criterion (3.6), achieving convergence almost always in less than five iterations.
Several experiments have been conducted to obtain a qualitative comparison between the behav-
iors of the incompressible and nearly compressible formulations. Figure 6 displays snapshots at
three different time instants of the potential field and corresponding deformed domain for both
models, plus pressure isovalues for the incompressible formulation. As in the 1D simulations, it is
observed that the propagation of the electrical wave induces contraction of the tissue. Although the
results are qualitatively different (in terms of magnitude of the transmembrane potential and dis-
placements), we see that the shown deformations generate strains of reasonable magnitude in both
cases, whereas the pressure field shows no spurious oscillations.
Moreover, we noticed that with a compressible model, the displacements in the fibers direction
are less pronounced than in the incompressible case. This can be readily seen from Figure 7, where
Figure 6. Rogers–McCulloch anisotropic monodomain electromechanical coupling: time evolution of the
transmembrane potential and deformed configuration (compared with the resting state) for the compress-
ible model (left), incompressible model (center), and pressure isovalues, for time instants t D 2 ms (top),
t D 200 ms (middle), and t D 400 ms (bottom).
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Figure 7. Rogers–McCulloch anisotropic monodomain electromechanical coupling: maximum displace-
ment in the fibers direction max.u  al/ for a compressible (solid line) and an incompressible (dashed line)
Neo-Hookean slab.
Figure 8. Orientation of muscle fibers for a slab, an idealized left ventricle, and a biventricular geometry.
we have plotted the maximum absolute displacements in the fibers direction versus time. The dif-
ference between these displacements can be tuned by modifying the bulk modulus 2. Regarding
ventricular twist and torsion, previous studies [35] suggest that a compressible model is able to
better reproduce the experimental data.
4.3. Test on a truncated ellipsoid
Now we illustrate the behavior of the electromechanical coupled model on a idealized left ventricle
of height 10 cm, discretized using 29,560 nodes forming 155,770 tetrahedra. For our choice of finite
elements, this implies that we handle 222,556 degrees of freedom for the displacements and 29,560
degrees of freedom for each electrical potential field and gating variable. The domain is initially
subject to a periodic pure electrical external stimulus. The time discretization parameters are set to
Tfinal D 600 ms, t D 0.5 ms, and the Luo–Rudy kinetics along with the bidomain model are used
to describe the electrical activity. For the orientation of the cardiac fibers, we employ an analytical
description given in, for example, [6] (Figure 8).
To initiate the excitation, we assume that the tissue is polarized at the beginning of car-
diac cycle. This means that ionic variables are set to zero, whereas the transmembrane poten-
tial corresponds to constant resting state v0 D 84.0 mV, and we impose an initial stimulus
of magnitude 100 mV on a thin region in the inner ellipsoid, representing a subendocardial
layer of the ventricle. The region where the spread of excitation is initiated is given by R D˚
.X1,X2,X3/ 2 W .X1  a1/2=R21 C .X2  a2/2=R22 C .X3  a3/2=R23 6 1

, where a1 D a2 D
0, a3 D 0.15, R1 D R2 D 1.75, and R3 D 4.6. The conductivity parameters (in 1 cm1)
are  li D 3  103,  ti D 3.1525  104,  le D 2  103,  te D 1.3514  103. The elastic and
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activation parameters are set as in the previous subsection. Essential boundary conditions on the top
plane (representing the base of the ventricle) are imposed (u n D 0), whereas on the rest of @, we
specify Pn D 0.
For this example, we employ the nearly incompressible electromechanical model. From Figure 9,
and analogously to the 1D and 2D simulations, a propagation of the electrical wave is observed,
which induces contraction of the cardiac tissue.
Figure 10 examines the scaling of the solver for the Luo–Rudy bidomain electromechanical model
on a refined ellipsoid (39,850 vertices) at time instant t D 60 ms (when the physics of the coupled
problem is already clearly noticeable). The figure provides results in terms of the number of linear
iterations, the average CPU timing for each linear iteration, each preconditioner computation (built
using two layers of overlap), and a single time step. Up to 128 processors, the algorithm shows
a reasonable scalable behavior. As the preconditioner computation plays a major part of the over-
all process, we re-use it. We further stress that, for our specific choice of space discretization and
number of degrees of freedom (even for several meshes with different mesh sizes), the mechanical
solver takes roughly 70% of the total runtime for the solution algorithm. This difference in required
computational effort obeys to the use of the same mesh for the discretization of the mechanical
and electrical systems. The mentioned percentage depends also on the underlying membrane model
(when using Luo–Rudy I, a slightly lower percentage of the overall CPU time is spent on the New-
ton method for the mechanical problem), but in general, the ODE systems for the membrane and
activation function are almost perfectly scalable, as there is no diffusion involved.
4.4. Test on a biventricular geometry
Finally, we perform several numerical tests by using a 3D biventricular geometry, which con-
tains a description of the fibers’ distribution obtained via a diffusion tensor statistical analysis
[36]. The associated tetrahedral mesh consists of 6598 vertices and 30,309 elements. The simu-
lation corresponds to the phase preceding atrial contraction; therefore, the reference state coincides
with a stress-free configuration. The bidomain Rogers–McCulloch electromechanical model with
Figure 9. Snapshots of the evolution of the transmembrane potential and corresponding movement of
the mesh, Luo–Rudy I, bidomain electro-mechanic model on a truncated ellipsoid at time instants t D
6, 200, 600 ms (left, middle, right, respectively). The undeformed geometry is represented by a cloud of
points.
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Figure 10. Scalability results for the Luo–Rudy bidomain electro-mechanic model at time instant t D 60ms.
Number of linear iterations (left), time spent on different parts of the algorithm (middle), and mesh partition
into 64 sub-domains of a truncated ellipsoid (right).
Figure 11. Snapshots of the evolution of the transmembrane potential and corresponding movement
of the mesh, Rogers–McCulloch monodomain electro-mechanic model at time instants t D 10, 40,
100, 300, 500, 600 ms (from top-left).
activation governed by (2.10) is studied here, and Figure 11 illustrates the propagation of the trans-
membrane potential front, along with the displacement field through the cardiac muscle. After the
initial activation, a second activation stimulus is applied at t D 400 ms. Already at t D 10 ms,
one observes a displacement of the apex induced by the initial impulse, followed by an overall con-
traction of the myocardium with an increased intensity in the zones where the wave of electrical
excitation assumes high values. As for boundary data, reflecting conditions have been imposed for
the electrical potentials everywhere, whereas for displacements, as it is known that a portion of
the right ventricle connecting with the pulmonary artery remains practically fixed during contrac-
tion [37], we have specified no displacement on a region of the right ventricular endocardial base.
Qualitatively similar results are obtained (Figure 12) after imposing Robin boundary conditions
1u C Pn D 0 on the epicardial and basal boundaries. As discussed in, for example, [38] for the
simulation of arteries, this setting may be regarded as an elastic resistance of the tissues surrounding
the myocardium, being proportional to the displacement. This permits a slight contraction of the
base, in contrast with no displacement in the previous alternative.
Of course, taking into account the particular structure of the extramyocardial region would pro-
vide a more realistic setting, as it is known that the heart moves within the pericardium sack and
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Figure 12. Snapshots of the evolution of the transmembrane potential and corresponding movement
of the mesh, Rogers–McCulloch monodomain electro-mechanic model at time instants t D 0,
90, 180, 300, 500, 600 ms (from top-left).
is constrained also by the other connecting vessels. Detailed expressions for physiologically rele-
vant boundary conditions are provided in [22], and a deep discussion on some mathematical and
numerical implications of choosing appropriate boundary conditions is presented in [39].
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a numerical method for a coupled electromechanical model of
the cardiac tissue. The electrical part of the model includes a description of the anisotropy in the
medium and allows for different electric membrane models. The interaction between the electric
and mechanical activity is taken into account by assuming that when decomposing multiplicatively
the visible deformation, its active part depends directly on the transmembrane potential through a
saturation-like function. In this active part, we also include the anisotropic description of the tis-
sue. The FEM is based on P2 elements for the displacements, whereas for electrical potentials and
pressure field, we use P1 elements.
From the modeling point of view, we stress that a deeper understanding of the electromechan-
ical coupling is still needed and open to discussion. As present limitations in our treatment, we
have neglected several aspects in the modeling of the heart function, such as an accurate anatomi-
cal representation of the fiber directions, a model for the blood circulation, Starling effects, a more
involved model for the passive mechanical properties of the medium, and ionic-scale electromechan-
ics (intracellular calcium handling and cross-bridge formation). Also, the quantitative validation of
the model used here implies a difficult task due to the lack of sufficient experimental data. Never-
theless, this work is being extended to consider some of these aspects for current and future studies,
with special focus on cases of real pathological interest. To mention an important example, cardiac
heterogeneities could cause electrical impulses originating from one area of tissue to fail to conduct
into areas with prolonged repolarization [21, 40]. It is also known that under dilated myocardiopa-
thy, which is a common pathology, the electrical potential is able to propagate through all the tissue,
whereas there are specific regions of the ventricular chamber where no contraction takes place. This
is a clear application in which cardiac electromechanical models have a special interest over pure
electrophysiological models.
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From the numerical viewpoint, several improvements can be rather straightforwardly included
in the proposed method. First of all, the time-stepping strategy could be upgraded to an adaptive
scheme by using a similar algorithm as the one proposed in [6], where the use of a small time step in
the excitation phase would increase the accuracy in capturing the action potential upstroke, whereas
a large time step could be used for the plateau phase. Secondly, other finite element discretiza-
tions and more sophisticated preconditioning algorithms are sought, such as the monodomain-based
block-triangular preconditioning proposed in [7] or structured algebraic multigrid preconditioners
in the spirit of [8].
Finally, to the authors’ knowledge, the well-posedness analysis, global existence, regularity of
solutions, and related questions concerning the mathematical study of cardiac electromechanical
models have not been thoroughly addressed. Although a rigorous analysis in this direction is cur-
rently under development [28], we can anticipate that the main difficulty lies in treating the geomet-
rical nonlinearity introduced in the electrical diffusion operator by the change of coordinates from
Eulerian to Lagrangian. A possible way to circumvent this issue consists in considering a linearized
contribution of the mechanical response on the bidomain equations, or alternatively, applying a
truncation operator that eventually allows us to bound the coupling term .ICru/1Dk.ICru/T .
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